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CTR Celebrates 40 Years of Service

CTR Directors Past & Present: from left, Steve Richards, Michael Bronzini, 
Ken Heathington, Bill Goodwin, and current director David Clarke.

 On September 6, 2012, current and 
former staff members, students, friends, 
and associates from across the state of 
Tennessee came together to celebrate the 
40th Anniversary of the Center for Trans-
portation Research at the University of 
Tennessee and its many years of service 
to transportation in Tennessee and the na-
tion. 
 UT Knoxville Chancellor Jimmy Cheek 
opened the afternoon’s festivities. Dean 
of Engineering Wayne Davis introduced 
Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Commissioner John Schroer, who dis-
cussed the importance of research in ad-
vancing transportation in our state. Current 
CTR Director David B. Clarke introduced 
center alumnus Jeff Welch, director of the Knoxville Regional Trans-
portation Planning Organization, who talked about the many ways CTR 
has improved the state of transportation in East Tennessee. 
 The most touching part of the celebration was recognizing all four 
former directors and presenting them with certificates of appre ciation: 
Bill Goodwin, who founded CTR in 1972; Ken Heathington; Michael 
Bronzini; and Steve Rich ards. Each one spoke about the center’s 
safety achievements that were realized during their tenures. Notable 
among these achievements are Tennessee’s child passenger restraint 
laws that CTR researched and promoted and were the first in the 
nation. Over the years, CTR has partnered with numerous agencies, 
including TDOT, the US Department of Transportation, and the Tennes-
see Governor’s Highway Safety Office, to advance the state of trans-
portation safety and efficiency in Tennessee and across the country.
 TTAP has been an integral part of CTR’s history since its inception 
in 1986.  Through TTAP, CTR is able to extend the benefits of its own 
research and the work of other agencies and universities around the 
world to Tennessee’s city and county transportation agencies.  Each 
member of the TTAP staff looks forward to contributing to the next 40 
years of CTR research, innovation, and education.
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From the Director
 RoadTalk is a publication of the Tennessee  
Transportation Assistance Program (TTAP). TTAP 
is part of a nationwide Local Technical Assistance 
Program (LTAP) financed jointly by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) and Tennessee 
Department of Transportation (TDOT). 
 The views, opinions, and recommendations con-
tained within this newsletter are those of the authors 
and do not necessarily reflect the views of FHWA 
and TDOT.

865-974-5255/1-800-252-ROAD
ctr.utk.edu/ttap

Dr. David B. Clarke, P.E, Director
 865-974-1812 (dbclarke@utk.edu).
Frank Brewer, Training Coordinator
 865-974-8251 (fbrewer1@utk.edu)
Matt Cate, P.E, Technical Assistance   
 Coordinator
 865-974-4614 (mcate@utk.edu)
Dr. Airton G. Kohls, Engineer
 865-974-0298 (akohls@utk.edu)
Jonathan Watson, P.E., Engineer 
 865-974-8945 (jwatso14@utk.edu)
Linda Capps, Technician
 865-974-4608 (lcapps@utk.edu)
Jenny Jones, RoadTalk Editor
 865-974-6549 (gohjones@utk.edu)
Mollie Mitchell, Administrative Specialist
 865-974-1812 (mmitche6@utk.edu)
Diana Webb, Course Registration
 865-974-5255 (dwebb21@utk.edu)

 The University of Tennessee does not dis-
criminate on the basis of race, sex, color, religion, 
national origin, age, disability, or  veteran status 
in provision of education programs and services 
or employment opportunities and benefits. This 
policy extends to both employment by and admis-
sion to the University. • The University does not 
discriminate on the basis of race, sex, or disability 
in the education programs and activities pursuant 
to the requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 
1972, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 
and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 
1990. • Inquiries and charges of violation concerning 
Title VI, Title IX, Section 504, ADA, the Age Dis-
crimination in Employment Act (ADEA), or any of the 
other above referenced policies should be directed 
to the Office of Equity and Diversity; 1840 Melrose 
Avenue; Knoxville, TN 37996-3560; telephone (865) 
974-2498 (TTY available). Requests for accom-
modation of a disability should be directed to the 
ADA Coordinator at the Office of Human Resources 
Management; 600 Henley Street; Knoxville, TN 
37996-4125. • PA# R01-1313-133-001-13

 I hope all of you are having a great Fall! We’ve had some beau-
tiful weather, even if my team’s football fortunes haven’t been so 
great. But, as the holiday season approaches, there’s a lot to be 
thankful for.
 By the time you read this, the election will have passed, and all 
of the campaign rhetoric mercifully faded from the airwaves and 
print media. The successful candidates will be settling in to fulfill 
their duties to the people. No matter who wins, our country is fac-
ing some major issues—a staggering national debt, high unem-
ployment, and a sputtering economy. People seem deeply divided 
on how to address these issues. If we are to remain a great nation, 
our newly elected leaders—no matter the office—just can’t con-
tinue to kick the can down the road.
 Closer to home, these issues affect all of us in the transporta-
tion business. Maintaining adequate transportation infrastructure is 
critical to our economic well-being. We all know how difficult it is to 
stretch increasingly limited dollars to address routine maintenance 
issues. While there’s been some relief recently, prices for labor 
and materials will continue to increase in the years to come. This 
increase could be much greater if the dollar takes a steep plunge. 
Some of my economist friends warn of the dangers of hyperinfla-
tion as an outcome of our current financial policies. I hope we’re 
not going to see a repeat of post World War I Germany where cur-
rency devaluation was so bad that few bothered to collect change 
from a billion Mark note.
 What we certainly risk, however, is a shortfall in the traditional 
revenue sources directed to transportation investment and mainte-
nance. The motor fuel tax is the workhorse of our revenue stream, 
both at the state and federal levels. Unfortunately, the fuel tax is a 
fixed amount for every gallon sold. Raising this amount, or chang-
ing it to a percentage, is politically unpopular. Some consider it 
one of the “live wires” in politics today. There is no strong political 
desire in Tennessee or the nation to raise fuel taxes at this time.
 One effect of the poor economy has been a reduced rate of 
increase in vehicle-miles of travel, meaning fewer gallons of fuel 
sold. Nationally, the government is also pushing for steep increas-
es in corporate average fuel economy. This is a great goal to help 
reduce our dependence on petroleum, but it likely lowers fuel tax 
revenue. More miles per gallon means less fuel sold. We’re also 
pushing electric and hybrid technologies that either pay no fuel tax 
or less fuel tax.
 Without legislative changes and/or reductions in costs, there will 
be a growing spread between costs and available revenues in the 
next several decades. Initially, we can all do some belt tightening 
and work smarter to stretch funding to meet needs. At some point, 
though, this will no longer be possible. Our leaders will have some 
hard decisions to make. Let’s make sure they know the issues.
 As always, please don’t hesitate to call us for assistance. That’s 
what TTAP is all about. Until next time, my friends!
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 Driving through an arterial managed by differ-
ent agencies should be a seamless process with 
regards to signal timing strategies. It should not 
reflect the ego of administrators or traffic managers. 
As cities grow, traffic signal systems can potentially 
extend across jurisdictional boundaries, requiring 
cooperation among two or more agencies for system 
optimization.  There is often a need to form coopera-
tive and collaborative efforts to provide for more effi-
cient planning, operations, and maintenance, and to 
leverage the talents of staff members for the benefit 
of the region.
 Regional Traffic Signal Operations Programs 
(RTSOPs) represent one tool that regions can use 
to improve traffic flow as it crosses jurisdictional 
lines. RTSOPs are programs whereby state, county, 
and city departments of transportation work col-
laboratively and cooperatively to address a region’s 
mobility issues on the arterial street networks. Often, 
the central focus of these programs is on providing 
and improving the coordinated operations of traffic 
signals on arterial roadways that cross jurisdictional 
boundaries. However, today’s RTSOPs are much 
more than conduits for the development of coordi-
nated traffic signal timings. In addition to developing 
coordinated timing plans, RTSOPs in the United 
States perform a number of value-added functions 
and services, including the following:
• Serving as a forum for discussing traffic signal 

operations from a regional perspective,
• Providing a mechanism for upgrading and main-

taining reliable communication systems to field 
devices deployed at intersections,

• Facilitating the replacement of antiquated or 
unreliable traffic signal controller equipment and 
infrastructure,

• Allowing local entities a way to collectively and 
collaboratively identify and prioritize arterial 
roadways of regional significance,

• Providing a fair and equitable way for agencies 
that have been allocated limited funds to ad-
dress operational issues of regional arterials,

• Facilitating the deployment of advanced traffic 
management concepts and control strategies 
designed to promote smooth traffic flow across 
jurisdictional boundaries,

• Facilitating the implementation of consistent 
signal timing parameters (such as clearance 

Regional Traffic Signal Operations
by Dr. Airton G. Kohls (Information from NCHRP Synthesis 420 – Operational and Insti-
tutional Agreements That Facilitate Regional Traffic Signal Operations.)

intervals, transit signal priority, and pedestrian 
treatments) between multiple jurisdictions,

• Providing a mechanism for conducting train-
ing and professional capacity building to pro-
mote a common signal operations philosophy 
in a region,

• Facilitating outreach to the general public and 
the political decision makers on the benefits 
of coordinating operations between local 
jurisdictions, and

• Generating significant reductions in vehicle 
emissions and fuel consumption through re-
ductions in travel times, stops, and delays.

 The National Cooperative Highway Research 
Program (NCHRP) has conducted a research on 
the topic and produced the Synthesis 420 docu-
ment - Operational and Institutional Agreements 
That Facilitate Regional Traffic Signal Operations.
 Some of the topics covered in the document:
• State of the practice of regional traffic signal 

operations programs;
• Building and forming regional traffic signal 

operations programs;
• Operational and institutional arrangements 

and agreements;
• Sustaining regional traffic signal operations 

programs.
For information on Regional Traffic Signal Opera-
tions go to http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/arterial_mgmt/
reg_tso.htm

Source: NCHRP Synthesis 420 – Operational 
and Institutional Agreements That Facilitate 
Regional Traffic Signal Operations. 
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 By now, you are probably familiar with Adaptive 
Signal Control Technology. You may have learned 
about it on our RoadTalk Spring 2012 issue or you 
may have attended the Every Day Counts Ex-
change Session last August. There is also a good 
chance that you have been visited by vendors ad-
vertising their adaptive signal control system as the 
solution to most of your traffic problems. Are you 
ready for it? Is it the best solution for your location?
 FHWA’s Model Systems Engineering Docu-
ments for ASCT serves as guidance for assess-
ment and selection of adaptive signal control 
technology systems by:
• Examining current operation;
• Assessing whether or not adaptive control is 

appropriate strategy for a specific situation;
• Addressing many of the risks associated with 

procurement;
• Describing the expectations for the ASCT sys-

tem in a manner that is testable and traceable.
 In September, the FHWA Office of Operations 
released an updated version of the document as 
an outcome of the knowledge and feedback gained 
during several awareness workshops and exten-
sive collaboration between technical specialists in 
FWHA, agency stakeholders and the consultant 
team responsible for orchestrating the delivery of 
the document. This document represents a sub-
stantial leap forward in how systems engineering 
is applied to traffic signal systems. If you would like 
support applying the document to ASCT implemen-
tation in your specific situation please contact the 
FHWA Tennessee Division Office (615)-781-5770.
 The document update can be found at: http://
www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwa-
hop11027/index.htm

(Source: FHWA Office of Operations)

Adaptive Signal Control 
Technology - Update
by Dr. Airton G. Kohls

Towards Zero Deaths and 
Serious Injuries on the 
Nation’s Roadways
by Dr. Airton G. Kohls

 The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Of-
fice of Safety, Office of Safety Research and Devel-
opment, and Resource Center Safety and Design 
Technical Services Team have come together to 
develop the Safe Roads for a Safer Future – A Joint 
Safety Strategic Plan. The process brings together 
these safety units to focus on a common vision: 
toward zero deaths and serious injuries. The SSP 
communicates the shared safety vision and mission 
and identifies high-level strategic goals that will guide 
decisions on priorities and resources to accomplish 
the mission. The SSP’s vision, mission, and goals 
are summarized below:
 Vision: Toward zero deaths and serious injuries 
on the Nation’s roadways.
 Mission: Exercising leadership throughout the 
highway community to make the Nation’s roadways 
safer by:
• Developing, evaluating, and deploying life-saving 

countermeasures;
• Advancing the use of scientific methods and 

data-driven decisions;
• Fostering a safety culture; and
• Promoting an integrated, multidisciplinary (4E’s) 

approach to safety.
 Goals: Fifteen goals are grouped in four different 
perspectives:
• Employee Learning and Growth (internal);
• Business Practices/Internal Processes (internal);
• Program and Service Delivery (external); and
• Customers, Stakeholders, and Partners (external).
 For more information 
go to: http://safety.fhwa.
dot.gov/ssp/

(Source: FHWA Office 
of Safety)
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Cold Weather Safety Tips

 As winter approaches, it’s time to start thinking 
about cold weather and winter maintenance.  While 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion’s 2012 Winter Outlook places Tennessee in 
an area with equal chances for above-, near-, or 
below-normal temperatures and precipitation, even 
the mildest winter has its share of cold, wet days.  
With cold weather just around the corner, here are 
some tips from the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) for avoiding 
cold stress.

How cold is too cold?
 When the body is unable to warm 
itself, cold related stress may result. 
This may include tissue damage and 
possibly death. Four factors contrib-
ute to cold stress: cold air tempera-
tures, high velocity air movement, 
dampness of the air, and contact 
with cold water or surfaces. A cold 
environment forces the body to work 
harder to maintain its temperature. Cold air, water, 
and snow all draw heat from the body. Wind chill is 
the combination of air temperature and wind speed. 
For example, when the air temperature is 40°F, and 
the wind speed is 35 mph, your exposed skin re-
ceives conditions equivalent to the air temperature 
being 11° F. While it is obvious that below freez-
ing conditions combined with inadequate clothing 
could bring about cold stress, it is also important 
to understand that it can also be brought about by 
temperatures in the 50’s coupled with some rain 
and wind.

How does the body react to cold conditions?
 When in a cold environment, most of your 
body’s energy is used to keep your internal tem-
perature warm. Over time, your body will begin to 
shift blood flow from your extremities (hands, feet, 
arms, and legs) and outer skin to the core (chest 
and abdomen). This allows exposed skin and the 
extremities to cool rapidly and increases the risk of 
frostbite and hypothermia. Combine this with cold 
water, and trench foot may also be a problem.

What are the most common cold induced prob-
lems?
 Hypothermia occurs when body heat is lost 
faster than it can be replaced. When the core 

body temperature drops below the normal 98.6° F to 
around 95° F, the onset of symptoms normally be-
gins. Once the body temperature falls to around 85° 
F severe hypothermia will develop and the person 
may become unconscious, and at 78°, the person 
could die.
 Frostbite occurs when the skin actually freezes 
and loses water. In severe cases, amputation of the 
frostbitten area may be required. While frostbite usu-
ally occurs when the temperatures are 30° F or lower, 
wind chill factors can allow frostbite to occur in above 
freezing temperatures. 

 Trench Foot is caused by having feet 
immersed in cold water at temperatures 
above freezing for long periods of time. It is 
similar to frostbite, but considered less se-
vere. Symptoms usually consist of tingling, 
itching or burning sensation. Blisters may 
be present.
 Anyone working in a cold environ-
ment may be at risk for cold stress. How-
ever, older people may be at more risk 
than younger adults, since older people 
are not able to generate heat as quickly. 
Certain medications may prevent the body 

from generating heat normally. These include anti-
depressants, sedatives, tranquilizers and others.

What preventive measures should I take?
 Plan for work in cold weather. Wearing appropri-
ate clothing and being aware of how your body is 
reacting to the cold are important to preventing cold 
stress. Avoiding alcohol, certain medications and 
smoking can also help to minimize the risk.
 Protective Clothing is the most important way to 
avoid cold stress. The type of fabric also makes a 
difference. Cotton loses its insulation value when it 
becomes wet. Wool, silk and most synthetics, on the 
other hand, retain their insulation even when wet. 
The following are recommendations for working in 
cold environments:
• Wear at least three layers of clothing. An inner 

layer of wool, silk or synthetic to wick moisture 
away from the body. A middle layer of wool or 
synthetic to provide insulation even when wet. An 
outer wind and rain protection layer that allows 
some ventilation to prevent overheating.

• Wear a hat or hood. Up to 40% of body heat can 
be lost when the head is left exposed.

continued on page 6
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 The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
recently launched a new information-sharing initia-
tive designed to help local public agencies and state 
transportation departments manage their Federal-
aid Highway Program projects. The initiative, called 
Federal-aid Essentials for Local Public Agencies, 
offers information about key aspects of the Federal-
aid program on a single public website. (http://www.
fhwa.dot.gov/federal-aidessentials/index.cfm)
 The website offers a central online library of 
informational videos and resources, designed 
specifically for local public agencies. Each video 
addresses a single topic, condensing the complex 
regulations and requirements of the Federal-aid 
program into easy-to-understand concepts and 
illustrated examples. The videos typically run less 
than 10 minutes, are professionally narrated in non-
technical language, and are supported with graph-
ics and animation. The videos can be viewed in any 
sequence from any computer or mobile device with 
Internet access and are organized by topics: Civil 
Rights, Project Development, Project Construction 
and Contract Administration, Federal-aid Program 
Overview, Finance, Right-of-Way and Environment. 
 The website also has a “State Resources” button 
on the main page that provides access to a list of 
useful information, including individual state and 
FHWA local office LPA coordinator contacts and 
web links to state DOTs, state LPA manuals, local 
technical assistance program (LTAP) centers, and 
other helpful online resources. A drop-down menu 
on the main page, titled “I want to know about...,” 
helps users find information quickly and convenient-
ly about common Federal-aid topics. The website is 
regularly updated and new features added to meet 
state DOT and LPA needs and requests.

Source: ASSHTO Journal, October, 2012 

Federal-aid Essentials for 
Local Public Agencies

by Dr. Airton G. Kohls (Reprinted with permission from 
AASHTO Journal, October, 2012)

• Wear insulated boots or other footwear.
• Keep a change of dry clothing available in case 

work clothes become wet.
• With the exception of the wicking layer do not 

wear tight clothing. Loose clothing allows better 
ventilation of heat away from the body.

 Do not underestimate the wetting effects of 
perspiration. Oftentimes wicking and venting of the 
body’s sweat and heat are more important than 
protecting from rain or snow.
 Work Practices and planning are important 
preventative measures. Drink plenty of liquids, 
avoiding caffeine and alcohol. It is easy to become 
dehydrated in cold weather. If possible, heavy work 
should be scheduled during the warmer parts of 
the day. Take breaks out of the cold. Try to work 
in pairs to keep an eye on each other and watch 
for signs of cold stress. Avoid fatigue since energy 
is needed to keep muscles warm. Take frequent 
breaks and consume warm, high calorie food such 
as pasta to maintain energy reserves.
 Engineering controls can be effective in reduc-
ing the risk of cold stress. Radiant heaters may be 
used to warm workers. Shielding work areas from 
drafts or wind will reduce wind chill. Use insulating 
material on equipment handles, especially metal 
handles, when temperatures drop below 30° F.
 Supervisors, workers and coworkers should 
watch for signs of cold stress and allow workers 
to interrupt their work if they are extremely un-
comfortable. Supervisors should also ensure that 
work schedules allow appropriate rest periods and 
ensure liquids are available. They should use ap-
propriate engineering controls, personal protective 
equipment and work practices to reduce the risk of 
cold stress. All of these measures should be incor-
porated into the relevant health and safety plans.

Cold Weather Safety Tips, continued from page 5 

Online Resources:
Elusive El Niño challenges NOAA’s 2012 U.S. 
Winter Outlook, http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/
stories2012/20121018_winteroutlook.html
Cold Stress Safety and Health Guide, http://
www.osha.gov/SLTC/emergencypreparedness/
guides/cold.html 
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New Every Day Counts Initiatives 
Announced
by Matt Cate, P.E.

 On July 25, the Federal Highway Administration 
rolled out a second wave of innovations for its Ev-
ery Day Counts (EDC) initiative. EDC is focused on 
shortening the time needed to complete highway 
projects through the use of new technologies and 
ground-breaking processes.
 Here’s a quick summary of what to expect:
• Programmatic Agreements II
• Locally Administered Federal-Aid Projects
• Three-Dimensional Modeling
• Intelligent Compaction
• Accelerated Bridge Construction
• Design Build
• Construction Manager/General Contractor
• Alternative Technical Concepts
• High Friction Surfaces
• Intersection and Interchange Geometrics
• Geospatial Data Collaboration
• Implementing Quality Environmental Documen-

tation
• SHRP 2 National Traffic Incident Management 

Responder Training
 FHWA will promote these 13 innovations to 
state, local and regional transportation agencies, 
as well as to the design and construction industries. 
These initiatives range from modern construc-
tion management techniques to paving machinery 
designed to use GPS. For the next two years, our 
FHWA specialists will promote and explain the ben-
efits to stakeholders across the country.
 FHWA looks forward to turning attention to this 
new set of technologies and working with its state 
and local partners to deliver better, faster and safer 
roads and bridges!
 Since its launch in 2010, EDC has already seen 
dramatic results. Every state transportation agency 
has applied one or more of the technologies, and 
many are now widely used. The Safety Edge, for 
example, a construction method that tapers the 
edge of the roadway to allow drivers who drift off 
highways to return to the pavement safely, has 
been applied to pavements in all 50 states, Puerto 
Rico, and the District of Columbia and in each Fed-
eral Lands Highway office.

 From planning, permitting, designing, contracting, 
and construction, these innovative solutions ensure 
that roads and bridges are built faster, smarter, and 
better. These innovations offer benefits such as en-
hanced safety during construction and throughout the 
life of the project; better quality, so that highways and 
bridges last longer and require less maintenance; 
and less impact on the driving public during construc-
tion. Every Day Counts is FHWA’s effort to provide 
National leadership in the quest to meet the transpor-
tation demands of the 21st Century.
 Watch for more information about these EDC 
initiatives, new materials, and upcoming events in fu-
ture issues of RoadTalk.  To learn more about Every 
Day Counts initiatives visit: 
www.FHWA.dot.gov/everydaycounts/edctwo/2012
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TALK TO TTAP
We are always looking for your comments, ideas and suggestions to help make the TTAP Program more useful 
to you. Please fill out and fax the form below to TTAP at (865) 974-3889 or mail to TTAP; Suite 309 Conference 
Center Building, Knoxville, TN  37996-4133.

1. Please send me more information on the following 
articles mentioned in this  newsletter.
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
2. Please list any additional training workshops you 
would be interested in attending.
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
3. Please list topics for videos you would like TTAP to 
obtain.
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
4. Please list any other ideas or suggestions on how 
TTAP could assist you.
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

5. Please list your name and organization to verify
for TTAP’s mailing list.

Name _____________________________________
  
Address ____________________________________ 
 
Title ________________________________________

Organization ________________________________ 
 
Phone ________________Fax__________________

Email  _____________________________________
 
Are you currently on TTAP’s mailing list?
                        ___  yes  ____  no

Do you wish to be on the mailing list?   
                        ____ yes _____ no


